
Nonlinear evolution-II:  halo abundances

Halo mass functions at 
different redshifts. 
Abundances of dwarfs 
and satellites.



Abundance of  dark matter halos

• Analytics: expectations

• Simulations: LCDM predictions
• Halos and Subhalos abundances

•  Warm Dark matter  vs.  LCDM

• Local Group: overabundance problem/ missing satellite problem

• Field Galaxies  overabundance problem
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Lesson: time of collapse of a halo depends on the amplitude of fluctuations 𝜎 
as estimated by the rms fluctuations of density field smoothed by the top-hat 
filter with mass M: 



Lesson: time of collapse of a halo depends on the amplitude of fluctuations 𝜎 
as estimated by the rms fluctuations of density field smoothed by the top-hat 
filter with mass M: 

Linear Power spectrum of 
fluctuations P(k) normalized at z=0

Linear growth factor: b(z=0) =1

Important: all quantities (such as P(k), b(z)) are estimated by the linear theory, 
yet the predictions are for the number of halos, which are strongly non-linear objects. 
Collapse does not happen as the top-hat model predicts. It is a very non-spherical, extended in time,  
and complex process. The top-hat model does not describe any of those features. 

The top-hat model gives the scaling: halo mass function should depend on 𝜎 , not on mass and 
redshift. Indeed, the mass function dn/dM is very complex if it is expressed as a function of M and z. 

However, dn/dM(𝜎)  is also not simple and requires extensive simulations that are used to make 
accurate approximations. It took ~20 years to produce those approximations.



Abundance of  dark matter halos: simple analytical estimates

Dependance of halo cumulative mass function of 
mass and redshift:

- very steep increase in (n>M) for rare objects
- for sigma ~1 objects the number-density 

flattens out and declines



Functional form for mass function:

Average matter density:

Numerical factor:

rms density fluctuation:



The Schechter luminosity function 

 
A convenient approximation to the luminosity function was suggested by Paul Schechter in 1976.

In this expression: 
•  ϕ* is a normalization factor which defines the overall  density of galaxies (number per cubic Mpc) 
• L* is a characteristic galaxy luminosity. An L* galaxy is a bright galaxy, roughly comparable in luminosity  to the Milky Way. A 
galaxy with L < 0.1 L* is a dwarf. 
• α defines the `faint-end slope’ of the luminosity  function. a is typically negative, implying large  numbers of galaxies with 
low luminosities. 

number-density of:  

Milky-Way type galaxies  n ≃ 10-2 Mpc-3 

clusters of galaxies         n ≃ 10-6 Mpc-3 

one  object                      n ≃ 10-10 Mpc-3 

Galaxy luminosity function



Galaxy stellar mass function



Warren et al 2006

Halo mass  function



Tinker etal 2008

Halo mass function at z=0

Note the vertical axis scaling: the main 
trend of the mass function - dn/dM∼M-2 - 

has been taken away. We are looking at 
the deviations from the power-law. 



Nearly universal shape of mass function when we plot 



Evolution of the mass 
function with redshift

Symbols are from N-body simulations for distinct halos 
defined using Spherical Overdensity algorithm

Full curves  are for the Sheth-Torman 
approximation



Halo Velocity function

For each halo we find mass within given radius 
M(<r) and then find maximum of circular velocity



Halo Velocity 
function



Lovell et al 2014

Warm dark matter





WDM VF (Schneider et al 2013)



Klypin, Karachentsev, Makarov 2014

Local Volume:

600 dwarf galaxies
    - most are not satellites
    - early and late types
    - HI line widths and vel. 
      dispersions.
    - D< 10 Mpc

Abundance of Field Galaxies

Goals: 
Observational measurements of Galaxy Velocity Function for a sample, which is not
HI-selected and includes all types of galaxies



Abundance of Field GalaxiesKlypin, Karachentsev, Makarov 2014

Local Volume: Not corrected 
for inclination

600 dwarf galaxies
    - most are not satellites
    - early and late types
    - HI line widths and vel. 
      dispersions.
    - D< 10 Mpc

Consistent results:
    Local Volume is 10%  
    above HI surveys 
    because it has early type  
    galaxies

Local Volume

ALFALFA 

HIPASS 



Abundance of Field GalaxiesKlypin, Karachentsev, Makarov 2014

Local Volume:

600 dwarf galaxies
    - most are not satellites
    - early and late types
    - HI line widths and vel. 
      dispersions.
    - D< 10 Mpc

LCDM:  - Planck cosmology
            - halos + subhalos
            - corrected for baryons
            - random disk orientation 

LCDM Planck
DM+baryons 

Local Volume

Good fit to galaxies with 
V>60km/s

Disagreement 3-5 times for  V =30-40km/s

LCDM DM 

LCDM WMAP5
DM+baryons 



Abundance of Field GalaxiesKlypin, Karachentsev, Makarov 2014

Local Volume:

600 dwarf galaxies
    - most are not satellites
    - early and late types
    - HI line widths and vel. 
      dispersions.
    - D< 10 Mpc

WDM:  - Scheneider, Dutton&Maccio

      used  mass   function and  
concentrations for WDM
            - Planck cosmology
            - halos + subhalos
            - corrected for baryons
            - random disk orientation 

No neutrino mass 
solves the problem



Abundance of Field GalaxiesBrook & Di Cintio 2015



Halos: snapshots



Subhalos



Subhalos

The cumulative velocity function 
of satellites for host halos with 
different maximum circular 
velocities ranging from ≈ 150 
km/s to ≈ 1000 km/s− from 
bottom to top. The panel uses 
the velocities of subhalos at 
redshift z = 0.  

Larger halos have more sub 
halos in relative units. 

1000 km/s

150 km/s



Subhalos

The velocity function of satellites 
compared with the velocity function 
of distinct halos. The bottom panel 
shows the cumulative function of 
subhalos (bottom full curve) and 
distinct halos (top full curve). The 
circular velocity used for the plot is 
the peak over each halo’s history. The 
dashed curves are analytical 
approximations. The top panel shows 
the ratio of the number of subhalos 
and distinct halos (full curve) and an 
analytical approximation for the ratio 
(dashed curve).

subhalos

main halos



 Overabundance problem

Kravtsov 2009



Kravtsov, Gnedin, Klypin 2004

Klypin et al 1999 
Moore et al 1999

Early explanation for the 
discrepancy  was 
photoionization. Now it is 
mostly tidal stripping: 
luminous satellites were 
much larger in the past. 
The small one were photo 
evaporated.



 Too-Big-To-Fail problem
Abundance and structure of largest satellite galaxies of the Milky Way galaxy





Warm dark matter



Effects of tidal stripping and ram 
pressure on structure of satellites: 

effects of baryons

Comparison of our elliptical orbits to observations of the MW satellites (black squares) and the Aquarius E halo’s ‘massive failures’ from the analysis of 
Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2012) (thick grey lines). Left: the circular velocity profiles of the NR case. This profile does not agree with the MW dSph population 
and was created to mimic the Aquarius cosmological simulations by not including the effects of baryons. Right: the circular velocity profiles of the 
exponential mass removal (ER) case. These profiles span a much larger range of parameter space and are in agreement with observed MW dwarfs due to 
their inclusion of baryonic effects. Both panels show the initial isolated profile as a solid black line. The elliptical orbits after 5 Gyr of evolution are shown 
from top to bottom as 150–70 kpc (dotted), 150–50 kpc (short dashed), 150–30 kpc (dot–dashed) and 120–30 kpc (long dashed). The 50 kpc circular orbit 
is shown as the bottom most triple dot–dashed line (red) for reference of the most dramatic orbital evolution of our simulations.

Hydro+ star formation 
simulations of dwarf 

satellites

N-body simulations with 
a fraction of mass 
removed to mimic ram 
pressure


